
ITAD
Data Security



Protect your business, 
customers and your staff 

use Mohawk. 



Data security should be your #1 priority when disposing of your used 

IT hardware. Protect your organization’s data,  your customer’s and 

client’s data by using  Mohawk as your  ITAD partner. Making security a 

key focus as you retire equipment will protect you from a costly breach.



The True Cost 
of a Breach
A data breach can lead to loss of reputation, consumer 

confidence and trust. It can take years and even decades 

for a brand to repair the damage. Furthermore, breaches 

can lead to loss of internal IP and other financial impacts, 

lawsuits and government fines.



Ever changing data destruction guidelines and regulations can 

feel like a moving target. Every industry has its own regulatory 

standards and corporate organizations also have unique 

guidelines. As well, there are General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR) and state requirements that help guide proper data 

destruction and security protocols. Mohawk understands these 

protocols and requirements so you don’t have to guess. Get it 

done right by the professionals at Mohawk.

Data Destruction 
Regulations and Guidelines



Understanding the chain of custody and where there are 

breaks in the chain is vital when you are disposing of your 

used IT hardware. Each step must be secured from the 

logistics and shipping of your equipment to tracking each 

asset as it is wiped, refurbished or disposed. Tracking and 

visibility is essential from the time it leaves you until it is 

resold or disposed.

Chain of Custody, Logistics 
and Asset Tracking



Let’s be frank. Not all ITAD partners are created equal and 

this is an area where the gaps can become obvious quickly. 

Mohawk’s employees and partners are thoroughly vetted 

and trustworthy. Mohawk’s facility is secure and has top 

of the line surveillance to ensure an unbroken chain of 

custody and the protection of your data.

Physical Security



Your data’s security is critical. Used hardware is 

properly sanitized and wiped meeting Mohawk’s high 

standards, all applicable state, federal and any other 

guidelines/ regulations that apply to your data. From 

data erasure to physical destruction, rendering data 

permanently unrecoverable is essential.

Data Sanitization




